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Finishes
Paint
-

Seals and protects
Solid coverage; tonal variation of wood does not show through
Professionally sprayed, painted finish option for gate doors up to 7’ wide (14ft double swing gates)
Two coats of primer, three coats of water-based exterior Miller Paint, with sanding between each coat

900247

900246

900245

Paint Gate: Custom Color, Semi-Gloss

Paint Gate:White, Semi-Gloss

Paint Gate: Black, Semi-Gloss

Semi-Solid Sealing Stains - General Finishes
Seals and protects
Darker coverage hides tonal variation for a more solid look
Colors shown represent expected tonal variation when evenly applied to Western Red Cedar
Inherent Cedar tonal variation includes but is not limited to the tones depicted below
As with any finish, these stains may require occasional re-coating
See PreFinish Sample Boards for actual finish appearance
These catalog images are not exact, but are intended to approximate factory finishes
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-

Dark stains and
paints can be used
to hide the tonal
variaƟon inherent to
Cedar, and wood in
general.

900236
Double Coat ApplicaƟon

900235
Double Coat ApplicaƟon

Stain Only - DIY Finish
-
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General Finishes Sealing Stains - Quarts or Gallons available
Use for touch up, general finishing or re-finishing
Due to transit restrictions based on VOC %, Sederra does not ship
Sikkens Cetol products. Sikkens available at nationwide retailers.

900263

900264

Refinish Supply - based on gate size
Quart or Gallon available

Refinish Supply - based on gate size
Quart or Gallon available
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Semi-Transparent Sealing Stains - Sikkens

-

Seals and protects
Semi-Transparent stains highlight and show the tonal variation inherent in wood products.
Colors shown represent expected tonal variation when evenly applied to Western Red Cedar
Inherent Cedar tonal variation includes but is not limited to the tones depicted below
As with any finish, these stains may require occasional re-coating
See PreFinish Sample Boards for actual finish appearance
These catalog images are not exact, but are intended to approximate factory finishes

900230
Single Coat ApplicaƟon

Semi-Transparent
stains highlight
and show the
tonal variaƟon of
the wood, while
also adding a
touch of tone.

900231
Single Coat ApplicaƟon

900232
Double Coat ApplicaƟon

900233
Single Coat ApplicaƟon
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Spar Urethane Clear Coat
-

Seals and protects
Smooth, booth sprayed application
Professionally applied urethane clear coat for gate doors up to 4ft
wide (8ft double swing gates)
Three coats of professionally sprayed semi-gloss urethane, with
hand sanding between each coat
900241

PreFinish Sample Boards
-

Actual Cedar samples with finishes
Purchase can be credited towards eventual order with finish option

Order a Sample
Board to get
physical samples
of our finishes.
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